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Introduction
The law of defamation in the United Kingdom remains to this day largely the product of 400 years of common law
evolution. It reflects the efforts of successive generations of jurists to balance two fundamental but conflicting
objectives: the protection of individual dignity, and the preservation of the freedoms of speech and press. Maintaining
the proper equilibrium between these interests has always been difficult, particularly when one generation's
accommodation of them is subjected to the pressures of the next generation's social, economic, and technological
transformations. In the United Kingdom, moreover, inflexible rules of stare decisis1 severely limit common law
adjustments to such pressures, particularly in areas like defamation law, where decades-old and even centuries-old
binding precedents exist. Thus, it is not surprising that the tort of defamation has periodically undergone legislative
modifications at the margins. Indeed, over the past two centuries, the British Parliament has enacted important reforms
of defamation law about once every half century.2 Conforming to this pattern, the Defamation Act 1996, which
became law on July 4, 1996, is the first major piece of libel legislation since the Defamation Act 1952.
Although most of the provisions of the 1996 Act apply throughout the United Kingdom, 3 they were drafted with an
eye toward the acute problems currently experienced in England and Wales. The relative ease with which libel
plaintiffs can establish a defendant's liability and the huge damage awards that have become commonplace in England
since the mid-1980s have raised fears that English law goes too far in safeguarding the reputational interests of
claimants at the expense of free discussion, discouraging legitimate investigative journalism and the open criticism of
public policy and policy-makers. And it is not just the English press that is affected. In the information age,
publications in both written and electronic form originating from all corners of the world, and particularly the United
States, are freely disseminated throughout the United Kingdom, and many of those publications contain statements that
could give rise to English defamation suits. 4 It is easy under English law for English courts to exercise jurisdiction
over libel claims even in cases where relatively few copies of an allegedly defamatory publication reach the United
Kingdom, 5 and thus publishers whose main audience live outside of the United Kingdom could find themselves
defending an English libel action. The success or failure of defamation reform in the United Kingdom, therefore, is an
issue of importance to the media throughout the world.
The Defamation Act 1996, like its legislative forebearers, fine-tunes rather than overhauls long-standing principles of
English defamation law. Nonetheless, the scope of the reforms it makes is fairly wide. For example, the Act attempts
to modernize certain defenses to defamation claims so that they take account of the difficulties posed by the emergence

of new communication technologies and the growing internationalization of the media. 6 It reduces the limitations
period for defamation claims made within England, Wales, and Northern Ireland to one year. 7 More ambitiously, the
Act introduces procedural reforms intended to simplify defamation lawsuits, encourage early settlement of less serious
claims, and curb the escalating cost of libel litigation.8 It permits Members of
Parliament (MPs) to selectively waive their Parliamentary privilege if necessary to pursue their own defamation claims
(without losing their immunity from claims brought by others). 9 With the exception of this last provision, which was
added late in the law-making process so that an individual MP could pursue a libel claim against The Guardian
newspaper, each of the changes the Act makes was well-considered and should improve the operation of defamation
law. Nonetheless, we believe that the impact of the Act will be much less dramatic than its sponsors no doubt hope,
and that an opportunity for more meaningful and effective reform was squandered.
Because the Act was primarily directed at problems that have arisen in England, this article focuses on the Act's effect
on the law of England and Wales.10 In the first part of the article we will canvass English defamation law as it stood
before passage of the 1996 Act, and some of the problems that prompted legislative action. In the second part we will
discuss the Act itself with particular attention being paid to its likely impact on libel litigation in England and Wales.
In the final section of the article we will argue that the Act ultimately failed to confront, much less remedy, the crisis in
English defamation law.
I.Background of the Act
Under long-established English common law principles, a plaintiff-whether an individual, company, or other legal
person11Ccan establish a prima facie case of defamation merely by showing that the defendant voluntarily
communicated to a third party ("published") a defamatory statement referring directly or indirectly to the plaintiff. 12 A
defamatory statement is simply a statement that exposes the plaintiff to hatred, contempt, or ridicule, or tends to "lower
the plaintiff in the estimation of right-thinking members of society generally." 13 There is a rebuttable presumption that
a defamatory statement is false, relieving the plaintiff of any obligation to introduce evidence regarding the statement's
accuracy,14 and the plaintiff can make out a prima facie case without presenting evidence that the defendant intended
to defame anyone 15 or acted in bad faith. 16 If the statement is in writing, recorded, or otherwise in some permanent
form (a "libel"), the plaintiff is presumed to have suffered injury from publication of the statement, and need not offer
proof of any actual harm.17
It is through several available defenses to a defamation claim that English law recognizes free speech and free press
interests. For example, while a defamatory statement is presumed false, the defendant can avoid liability by proving
that the statement is substantially true (the "justification" defense). 18 The defense of "fair comment" protects the
expression of opinion concerning issues of public importance and criticism of the conduct of government officials,
provided the opinion is expressed without malice19 and the defendant can prove the facts on which the opinion was
based. 20 Some statements-for example, those made during Parliamentary debate, or in a fair and accurate report of
judicial proceedings within the United Kingdom-are absolutely privileged.21 Other statements might be covered by a
qualified privilege if by publishing them the defendant advanced some recognized "legal, social, or moral" duty. 22 For
example, a qualified privilege attaches to a fair and accurate report of a matter of public interest. 23 Unlike an absolute
privilege, the assertion of a qualified privilege will be defeated by proof of malice.24 Less commonly invoked defenses
include innocent dissemination and unintentional defamation, which are discussed below.
This brief summary of the various available defenses does not do justice to the complexity of their application in
concrete cases. Indeed, the defenses, with their myriad limitations and qualifications, are typically the primary focus of
libel suits, and their convolutions are usually responsible for the often staggering expense litigants incur in defamation
cases.25 Moreover, it has become apparent in recent years that these defenses do not always respond to the realities of
modern media activities. For example, the increasingly international character of media reports available within the
United Kingdom-fuelled both by the UK's involvement in the European Union as well as the now commonplace
availability of foreign publications-has exposed shortcomings in legal principles developed with domestic news

reporting in mind. The unique problems posed by new computer-based technologies, like the Internet, confound efforts
to allocate responsibility for defamatory messages transmitted through them.
More fundamentally, in the past decade there has been a dramatic rise in the amounts of damages awarded against
media defendants in libel cases, with detrimental consequences for press freedom. Defamation law has been exempt
from the general trend of removing civil actions from the province of juries.26 Even with the changes brought by the
Defamation Act 1996, juries will continue to decide most of the substantive issues relevant to the outcome of a libel
case.27 More controversially, juries remain vested with the power to determine
the level of compensatory and exemplary damages to be awarded to a successful plaintiff. Damage awards (and
settlements) in defamation cases routinely surpass ,50,000 ($75,000), and a few cases have topped ,1,000,000
($1,500,000).28 In addition, under the English rule a defeated defendant is responsible for the plaintiff's costs and legal
fees,29 which in libel cases often approach the size of the verdict itself. Despite recent judicial efforts to rein in
runaway libel verdicts,30 the compensation awarded for reputational harms still frequently exceeds that awarded in
cases involving serious physical injuries.31
The two most conspicuous characteristics of modern libel litigation-the expense involved in pursuing and defending a
claim, and the threat of a huge award of damages and costs-have created a system that operates much differently for
less wealthy individuals than for the rich and the powerful. Because contingency fee arrangements are unlawful in the
United Kingdom, moderate- and low-income persons depend on the state-funded legal aid program to obtain legal
representation in civil lawsuits. 32 Legal aid is unavailable in defamation cases,33 however, and the cost of pursuing a
libel claim has become prohibitive for all but the most wealthy, or those backed by organizations with substantial
resources. As a consequence, the press is largely unaccountable in reporting stories involving those individuals
financially incapable of bringing a defamation action. On the other hand, a unique combination of substantive and
procedural rules makes English defamation law singularly favorable to those plaintiffs who have the resources
necessary to pursue a libel action to its conclusion. Little is required to establish a prima facie case of defamation
while the defenses intended to protect free expression are plagued by limitations that often undermine their
effectiveness, and those who can afford to make the considerable investment required to pursue a libel action are often
handsomely rewarded with extravagant monetary awards at the end of the process.
The irony is that the law deters critical reporting of precisely those whose activities most directly affect the public
interest. Those who can afford libel litigation are also most likely to be the subject of legitimate comment or
journalistic investigation, and are in the best position to rebut negative publicity without needing to resort to the
bludgeon of English libel law. Yet the temptation to use the threat of a libel writ to control one's press coverage can be
irresistible, and experience shows that many have yielded to this temptation. Particularly litigious individuals, such as
Robert Maxwell, have used this threat to discourage inquiry into their activities.34 The raison d'Ltre for the Goldsmith
Libel Fund is to finance libel suits by plaintiffs with conservative sympathies against the "left-wing" press.35 English
defamation law is frequently criticized for deterring the speech that matters most, and has drawn the censure of the
European Court of Human Rights.36
In the years following the enactment of the Defamation Act 1952, various working groups proposed reforms of English
libel law. Perhaps the best known of these proposals were contained in the reports prepared by the Joint Working Party
of Justice and the British Committee of the International Press Institute in 196537 and the Committee on Defamation
(Faulks Committee) in 1975.38 For the most part, Parliament was unswayed by the various demands for reform, 39 until
a working group led by Lord Justice Neill recommended changes in practice and procedure in 1991.40 The
recommendations in the Neill Committee report ultimately led to the introduction of a Defamation Reform Bill in the
House of Lords in 1995. That bill evolved into the Defamation Act 1996.
II.The Defamation Act 1996
The provisions of the Defamation Act 1996 can be divided roughly into three categories. In the first category are the
provisions modifying established defenses to make them more responsive to the problems posed by new technologies
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and the increasingly international scope of news reporting. A second category includes largely procedural reforms
meant to reduce the complexity and expense associated with trying less serious libel cases.42 Finally, in a category by
itself, is a provision allowing Members of Parliament to waive Parliamentary privilege if necessary to pursue a libel
claim.43
A. The New Defenses44
Section 1 of the Act, designated "responsibility for publication," modernizes the common law defense of innocent
dissemination. Generally, each person responsible for making, repeating, or disseminating a defamatory statement is
liable to the victim of the libel even in the absence of proof of fault. This rule reaches not only authors and publishers
exercising editorial control over the works they produce, but also printers, newsagents, booksellers, and libraries which
play a role in making the offending statement available to the public. Taken to its logical extreme, this rule would
impose unreasonable burdens on parties who do not and could not know that certain publications they helped produce
or distribute contained defamatory matter. The defense of innocent dissemination was the common law's response to
the occasional injustice strict application of this rule produced. This defense relieved distributors (but, perversely, not
printers) of liability, if they had no control over the content of the offending publication and neither knew nor should
have known that an item they distributed contained or was likely to contain defamatory statements. 45
The innocent dissemination defense as modified by the 1996 Act remains unavailable to the authors, editors, and
commercial publishers primarily responsible for the content of materials they produce for public consumption.46
However, the Act provides that the defense will now cover printers,47 and sets out a nonexhaustive list of other persons
eligible to claim the defense.48 Now, the defense may be asserted by the manufacturers, distributors, and exhibitors of
films and sound recordings, as well as those who process or operate electronic communications equipment, such as
CD- ROMs.49 It is available to broadcasters of live radio or television programs, when defamatory statements are made
"in circumstances in which [the broadcaster] has no effective control over the maker of the statement."50 This scenario
arose recently when a government minister sued a London television company over an unsolicited defamatory
comment made by a member of the studio audience during a live political comment program. 51 In addition, the Act
provides that the operators or providers of "access to a communications system" can assert the defense so long as they
had "no effective control" over the person transmitting a defamatory statement over the system. 52 This would
presumably protect telephone companies, mobile phone systems, radio communication systems, and the like. Although
the Act does not expressly say so, this provision should also cover the individuals and institutions, including
universities, that operate the computers constituting the Internet network, as well as commercial online computer host
services such as CompuServe, Prodigy, and Delphi.53 However, the Act does not directly address under what
circumstances those who make defamatory statements over computer-based communications systems are beyond the
"effective control" of the operators, a difficult question since it is at least theoretically possible to screen the messages
and the users of such systems.54
Like its common law predecessor, the defense provided by section 1 is not absolute. To invoke it, the defendant must
show that "he did not know, and had no reason to believe, that what he did caused or contributed to the publication of
a defamatory statement,"55 and that "he took reasonable care in relation to [the statement's] publication." 56 The Act
offers guidance for the determination of whether the defendant acted reasonably, listing three factors to be considered:
the degree to which the defendant was responsible "for the content of the statement or the decision to publish it," the
circumstances surrounding the publication, and "the previous conduct or character of the author, editor or publisher"
primarily responsible for communicating the defamatory statement. 57 This last consideration seems to indicate that
distributors of controversial publications like Private Eye, a satirical news magazine, might not be able to sustain their
burden of showing they acted with due care without establishing some system for screening all issues of such
publications for defamatory content. Lord Denning warned that a rule punishing those who disseminate publications of
a "bad character" was potentially repressive; 58 it encourages a privatized form of censorship, as distributors will refuse
to carry those publications most critical of public figures if they fear that they might be liable for what those
publications say. Those concerned about the implications this has for freedom of speech within the United Kingdom
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will find little solace in the case law interpreting a distributor's duty of care at common law (which will remain
persuasive authority when courts interpret section 1 of the new Act), or in the comments made during Parliamentary
debates, which were hardly sympathetic to this criticism of the new rule.60
The Act's other major substantive changes to the defamation defenses are contained in sections 14 and 15, which
expand the scope of the statutory privileges. The relevant pre-existing law was set out in the Law of Libel Amendment
Act 1888 and the Defamation Act 1952.61 Those Acts provided that newspapers, radio, and televi
sion broadcasters were absolutely privileged in presenting fair, accurate, and contemporaneous reports of court
proceedings within the United Kingdom, 62 and were entitled to a qualified privilege in connection with any reports
concerning matters listed in the Schedule to the 1952 Act. 63
Section 14 of the Defamation Act 1996 confirms the absolute privilege recognized in prior law and expands its scope
in two ways. First, it does not limit the privilege to reports appearing in newspapers, television and radio programs. 64
Second, the absolute privilege now applies not only to reports of proceedings in the domestic courts of the United
Kingdom, but also to proceedings in the European Court of Justice or any "attached" court,65 the European Court of
Human Rights, and war crimes tribunals established by the United Nations Security Council or through international
agreements.66 As under prior law, a report is entitled to the absolute privilege provided by this section only if it is fair
and accurate and made contemporaneously with the court proceedings in issue.67
Section 15 of the 1996 Act revamps the qualified privilege provided by the 1952 Act. 68 The new Act provides that a
statement is entitled to qualified privilege if it addresses a matter of public concern published "for the public benefit"69
and falls within the coverage of Schedule 1 to the new Act. Echoing established principles, the statements must be
"fair and accurate" to be privileged, and proof of malice will negate the privilege.70 Like the 1952 Act, the 1996 Act
distinguishes between statements entitled to qualified privilege "without explanation or contradiction,"71 and
statements which are privileged subject to explanation or contradiction. The reports and statements falling within the
former category are listed in Part I of Schedule 1, reproduced in the margin. 72 They include reports of the proceedings
of international organizations, national legislatures (including Parliament), and national courts that convene anywhere
in the world. 73 The Schedule recognizes the increasingly international character of news reporting by significantly
broadening the geographical scope of the statutory privilege, which in the 1952 Act had been limited to reports of
official proceedings within the United Kingdom, or, in some cases, the nations of the British Commonwealth.
For statements falling within a second category of reports listed in Part II of Schedule 1, the defendant's qualified
privilege is made subject to the additional requirement that the defendant agrees, upon the plaintiff's request, to
"publish in a suitable manner a reasonable letter or statement by way of explanation or contradiction."74 The Act
indicates that "a suitable manner" means either in the same manner that the defamatory material was published or "in a
manner that is adequate and reasonable in the circumstances." 75 In essence, this gives the plaintiff a limited right of
reply, and if the defendant refuses or neglects to honor a request to respond to a defamatory statement, the defendant
forfeits the privilege. As does Part I of the Schedule, Part II extends the geographical scope of the correlative
provisions of the Defamation Act 1952, particularly with respect to news gathering in Europe. The qualified privilege
subject to explanation or contradiction attaches to copies of documents, notices, or the like that are made publicly
available by the various institutions of the European Union or the national legislatures, governments, or courts of the
European Union's member states; reports of the proceedings of any public meeting held within the member states;
reports of proceedings of general meetings of UK public companies and their equivalents in other member states; and
reports of the proceedings of local authorities, justices of the peace, and local inquiry commissions within the United
Kingdom. 76 Importantly, reports of statements issued by "any authority performing governmental functions" within the
European Union-including police functions-are covered by this privilege.77 The Lord Chancellor 78 is given the power
to designate additional "bod[ies], officer[s] or other person[s]" whose reports or statements will be covered by the
privilege.79
B. The Procedural Reforms

At the heart of the 1996 Act are several provisions effecting three procedural reforms designed to reduce the delays and
expense associated with libel litigation.80 The most straightforward of these provisions is section 5, which reduces the
limitation period in defamation cases (as well as malicious falsehood cases) brought in England and Wales from three
years to one year.81 Because defendants bear the burden of proof on most of the contested issues in libel actions, it is
important that they receive notice of claims against them in a timely fashion. In most civil cases, the party who bears
the burden of proof on the chief issues (the plaintiff) is in a position to prepare his or her case before formally
commencing an action. This is not always true in defamation cases, since defendants are often unaware that they may
have published actionable words until a libel writ has been issued, and if too much time elapses between a media
report and the filing of a lawsuit, it may become impossible to recreate the circumstances and locate the sources
underpinning an allegedly defamatory statement. During debate in both Houses of Parliament, some concern was
expressed that reducing the limitation period would unfairly prejudice plaintiffs, particularly those who need time to
amass the financial resources necessary to pursue a claim.82 These concerns were allayed by the government, which
noted that in practice most defamation suits are brought within one year of the alleged libel, and in any event the new
law significantly broadens the discretionary power of judges to allow late filings.83
A more ambitious procedural reform is undertaken by sections 2-4 of the new Act. These provisions substantially
rewrite the "offer of amends" procedure introduced by section 4 of the Defamation Act 1952. This older provision
created a mitigating defense in cases of so-called "unintentional" defamation, where the defendant, despite exercising
reasonable care, was unaware that a statement he or she made referred to an actual person or could be subject to a
defamatory interpretation. 84 The situations where this defense might apply do not arise often; a defamatory statement
is simply one that "lowers the plaintiff in the estimation of right-thinking people," and it is rare that a speaker is
unaware that this is the effect of an allegedly defamatory remark. The defense might apply, however, when an author
innocently gives a fictional character the same name as that of a real person,85 or when a seemingly innocuous
statement turns out to be defamatory because of circumstances unknown to the defendant. 86 The 1952 Act was
supposed to allow defendants to avoid heavy damages in such circumstances by offering to remedy the harm
inadvertently done (an "offer of amends"). The defendant had to make the offer of amends promptly upon discovering
the defamatory nature of a publication, and to serve with the offer a detailed affidavit setting out all of the facts
relating to the innocent publication of the defamatory words. The defendant was thereafter unable to offer evidence
that differed from the facts specified in the affidavit. 87 This process could be costly, and if the offer was rejected, the
affidavit could prejudice the defendant's case at trial. As a consequence, the procedure set out in section 4 was rarely
invoked even in those cases in which unintentional defamation did occur. 88
The 1996 Act simplifies and expands the scope of the offer of amends procedure. Now, any person who has published
an allegedly defamatory statement may make an "offer to make amends," even in cases that do not fall within the
"unintentional" defamation category defined by the old law. 89 The new provision requires that the offer be made in
writing, but dispenses with the requirement of an affidavit. 90 The offer may be "general," in the sense that it covers all
interpretations that might be given to a statement, or it may be "qualified," referring only to a specific defamatory
meaning the offeror concedes might be conveyed by the statement. 91 The offer must include a proposal for making
and publicizing a suitable correction and apology, as well as a proposal for compensating the aggrieved party for any
damage caused by the statement. 92
At first glance, an "offer to make amends" may resemble an ordinary settlement offer, but it has legal consequences
that differ substantially from those of an offer governed by familiar contract principles. 93 An offer of amends can be
"accepted" even if the offeree does not agree that any of the specific steps proposed by the offeror are sufficient. By
accepting an offer of amends, the offeree is really only agreeing that the dispute-resolution machinery established by
section 3 of the new Act will govern the case. 94 The offeree surrenders any right to "bring or continue defamation
proceedings in respect of the publication concerned" against the offeror, 95 as well as the right to have a jury decide the
claim.96 In return, however, the offeree will obtain the benefits of a streamlined procedure that should resolve the
claim rapidly and inexpensively, at least in comparison to the traditional litigation route.

If the offer of amends is accepted and the parties agree on the specific steps to be taken by the offeror, that
is effectively the end of the matter. If the offeror fails to fulfil the terms of the offer, the aggrieved party simply applies
for a court order requiring the offeror to take the specific steps that were agreed.97 If the parties do not agree on the
compensation or costs to be paid by the offeror, the matter is referred to the court, which resolves the issue by
reference to the same principles that govern the determination of damages and costs in defamation cases, with the
important caveat that the court, and not a jury, will make this determination.98 But if the parties cannot agree on how a
correction and apology should be made, the offeror has final say over what steps should be taken, and the court cannot
override this determination.99 In earlier drafts, the Defamation Bill allowed judges to resolve disputes between the
parties over the terms of the offer by dictating the content and form of a correction and apology, including the
prominence the correction would be given in a subsequent publication or broadcast. 100 The media strenuously objected
to this, fearing judicial interference with their editorial independence. The government feared that if the offending
provisions were not removed, the media would not invoke the new procedure, rendering it as useless as section 4 of the
1952 Act had been. 101 Thus, under the terms of the Act as passed, the courts cannot interfere with the manner in
which a correction and apology is made. The reasonableness of the offeror's actions, however, will be taken into
account by the court in making a compensation award. 102
If the offeree declines the offer of amends, the case goes forward as any other libel lawsuit. The fact that the offer was
made is a complete defense to liability only if the defendant either did not know and had no reason to believe that the
offending statement was defamatory, or did not know and had no reason to believe that it "referred to the aggrieved
party or was likely to be understood as referring to him." 103 In essence, this is the old unintentional defamation
defense, but with one important difference. Following the advice of the Neill Committee, the burden of proof on the
issue of the defendant's knowledge in cases where this defense is pleaded will be placed on the plaintiff, not the
defendant. 104 Given the broad common law definition of defamation, it should be easy for plaintiffs to discharge this
burden in cases where the defense does not apply, but in those rarer situations where unintentional defamation has
actually occurred, it should be easier for defendants to escape liability if they make an offer of amends. In cases other
than those of unintentional defamation, the fact that the defendant made an offer of amends can be pleaded in
mitigation of damages.105 This may be useful for those defendants who acted negligently but in good faith in making a
defamatory statement.
While the new offer of amends procedure is a marked improvement over section 4 of the 1952 Act, several
shortcomings may diminish its effectiveness. For example, an offer must be made before a defense has been served in
defamation proceedings brought against the offeror. 106 The Parliamentary Secretary to the Lord Chancellor's
Department argued that the machinery created by sections 2-4 of the new Act is "designed to provide immediate
amends, avoiding all the trouble and expense of conventional proceedings" by encouraging a potential defendant to
"come[] forward at once," and that allowing a defendant to invoke the procedure after serving defenses would render
the process "cluttered and confused." 107 The problem is that defendants may be unwilling to submit to the procedure
(which entails a tacit admission of wrong-doing) on such short notice. A second problem is that the Act does not
impose an upper limit on the damages that may be awarded after an offer is made. As a consequence, defendants
conceding liability are not insulated from the threat of substantial damages, awarded either by a judge (if the offer is
accepted) or a jury (if it is not), and this may dampen their enthusiasm for the procedure. Moreover, there is little
strategic advantage in making an offer in cases where the plaintiff is unlikely to accept. Although the defendant can
rely on the offer as a defense in unintentional defamation cases, this is risky, because the Act provides that an offeror
asserting the offer as a defense "may not rely on any other defence." 108 Opting instead to rely on the offer as
mitigation is little different than the existing rule that allows defendants to mitigate their damages by issuing a prompt
apology, a practice that seemingly has done little to stem the tide of ever-climbing damage awards against media
defendants in the past decade. It remains to be seen whether these strategic pitfalls will discourage defendants from
using the procedure, particularly in high profile cases in which plaintiffs are most likely to insist on jury trials.
Whether to invoke the offer of amends procedure is strictly in the hands of the parties: the defendant decides whether
to make an offer, and the plaintiff decides whether to accept it. With regard to the 1996 Act's third important
procedural reform, the parties do not have this exclusive power. The "summary disposal of claim" procedure

introduced by sections 8-10 of the Act contemplates early judicial evaluation of defamation claims-whether requested
by the parties or not-and a judicial determination of the most straightforward claims without a jury.109
The new Act envisions the adoption of rules of court which will, among other things, authorize either party to a
defamation action to seek summary disposal at any point in the litigation, and permit the court to invoke the summary
procedure on its own accord.110 If the court determines that the plaintiff's claim is meritless, it may summarily dismiss
the case.111 On the other hand, if the court determines that the defendant has "no defence . . . which has a realistic
prospect of success, and that there is no other reason why the claim should be tried," it may enter judgment for the
plaintiff and grant summary relief in accordance with section 9 of the Act. 112 Section 9 gives the court the
discretionary power to declare that the plaintiff was libeled and to restrain the defendant from any further
dissemination of the defamatory statement;113 to award damages not exceeding ,10,000; 114 and to order the defendant
to publish "a suitable correction and apology." 115 Controversially, in cases in which the parties cannot agree on the
content of the correction and apology or the manner in which it is to be published, the court is empowered to direct the
defendant to publish a summary of the court's judgment in the manner and at the time the court determines. 116
Although the media successfully opposed a similar provision in the offer of amends procedure on the ground it
authorized judicial interference with editorial decisionmaking, the same objection went unheeded with respect to the
summary procedure.117
Notwithstanding this potential for infringement on editorial autonomy, at first blush the summary procedure may seem
particularly attractive to media defendants. The ,10,000 cap on damages is so far below the amounts commonly
awarded by juries or paid out in settlements that the media might be tempted to abandon their defenses simply to take
advantage of the procedure. This would be unwise. Lord Hoffman, who proposed the procedure, noted that it was
devised for cases in which plaintiffs sought a quick public vindication of their reputations rather than substantial
monetary compensation, or in which defendants were threatened with litigation by "gold diggers" over trivial
defamatory remarks. Lord Hoffman stressed that his proposal was intended to be a modest measure that would not
affect most of the high profile cases of recent years.118 Thus, the Act provides that in determining whether to dispose
of a claim without a jury trial, the court is to take account of the seriousness of the plaintiff's claim and "whether it is
justifiable in the circumstances" to deny the plaintiff a full trial, even in cases in which the defendant waives all
defenses. 119 Moreover, the court is specifically instructed to consider whether the maximum award available under the
procedure is adequate to compensate the plaintiff.120 Unless there is a major departure from what has come to be
regarded in England as an acceptable level of damages even in routine libel cases against the mass media, this
procedure will remove few if any important libel cases from juries.
Indeed, many opposed the procedure as unnecessary, and Lord Justice Neill's working group had rejected it when it
was first proposed. While the new procedure is intended to encourage quicker settlements, the Neill Committee was
unconvinced that there were many trivial cases of the sort at which the procedure is directed that would not be settled
promptly by the parties without judicial intervention. 121 The media are anxious to settle cases quickly when they have
no viable defenses, since to act otherwise would only exacerbate the bill for costs. Another weakness of the procedurereally a weakness of libel law generally-is the unavailability of legal aid. While the summary procedure provides a
cheaper means of resolving a dispute, someone contemplating legal action cannot be certain that the procedure will be
used once suit is brought. If the defendant can establish that there is a genuine defense to the claim, the action will
proceed through the usual expensive and lengthy litigation process. This prospect will continue to discourage lowerand middle-income individuals from seeking redress for reputational harms.
C. Waiving Parliamentary Privilege
Unlike most of their constituents, Members of Parliament need little encouragement or assistance to exploit the
defamation laws when criticized too vociferously in the press. Yet they themselves, if so inclined, are free to attack
others without fear of a libel writ, as statements made by members of either the House of Commons or the House of
Lords in the course of Parliamentary proceedings are absolutely privileged. The fountainhead of this privilege is
Article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1688, which provides that "[f]reedom of speech and debates or proceedings in
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Parliament ought not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of Parliament."
This privilege was of
central importance in the historical struggle between the Commons and the Crown for supremacy, and to this day the
liberty of MPs to speak freely without fear of persecution in conducting their public duties is critical to the process of
democratic self-government. Parliamentary privilege covers debates on the floor in either House, anything said in the
transaction of Parliamentary business, statements made in committee (by MPs or witnesses giving evidence), and
statements made in preparing any document connected with the transaction of Parliamentary business or drafted in
response to an order emanating from Parliament. 123
Recently, MPs discovered that the privilege does not always operate to their advantage. It is well established that the
courts regard the privilege as an absolute bar to any judicial inquiry into the workings of Parliament, even in cases
primarily concerned with statements made outside of Parliament. 124 When Member of Parliament Neil Hamilton sued
The Guardian newspaper over allegations of improper behavior in Parliament, 125 the court stayed the action on the
ground that because it was unable to admit evidence of Parliamentary proceedings pivotal to The Guardian's
justification defense, the defendant would be unduly prejudiced by allowing the matter to proceed to trial.126
Parliament was outraged by this perceived inequity; Lord Hoffman commented that "it is unjust that [Mr. Hamilton]
should not be able to put the matter before a judge and jury, like any other citizen who considers that his integrity has
been publicly defamed"127 (except those citizens, of course, who are defamed in Parliament and prevented from suing
by the Parliamentary privilege). In response, what became Section 13 of the Defamation Act 1996 was introduced at
the Committee stage in the House of Lords and adopted at the third reading in the Lords.
Section 13 allows a Member of Parliament to waive Parliamentary privilege "so far as [it] concerns him" if necessary
to pursue a civil claim.128 This waiver would allow evidence to be introduced in a civil trial concerning the Member's
conduct within Parliament, even if such evidence would otherwise be forbidden by the privilege.129 Section 13
provides that one Member's waiver does not affect the "operation" of the privilege "in relation to a person who has not
waived it," 130 a limitation which certainly has the potential for creating interesting conflicts when two or more
Members are involved in privileged conduct and only one of them wishes to waive the privilege.131 Section 13 also
makes clear that a Member's waiver will not affect that Member's immunity from "legal liability for words spoken or
things done" conferred by the privilege that is "waived." 132 In other words, the waiver contemplated by section 13 is a
selective one. An MP may waive the privilege if necessary to pursue his or her own claim, but the evidence used in
this context cannot be used against the MP by a claimant in the same or a separate action if it would render the MP
liable to that claimant. It is perhaps the paradigmatic case of having one's cake and eating it.
Of all the changes made in the law by the Defamation Act, this late amendment drew the most comment both within
Parliament and in the press.133 Many were concerned that insufficient consideration was being given to the potential
constitutional implications of the measure. But however interesting section 13 may be to scholars of the British
Constitution, it is unlikely to have much impact on defamation law. On the third reading in the Lords, Lord Hoffman
pointed out that before the Hamilton case, there had been no cases in the 300 years since the English Bill of Rights was
proclaimed in which an MP had attempted to bring a libel action which raised a question about his own Parliamentary
conduct.134 It may be that Hamilton's case is sui generis, and that section 13 is no more than the British equivalent of
pork barrel legislation intended to benefit a single individual, rather than a reform of more general importance.135
III.An Opportunity Lost
With the exception of section 13, the Defamation Act 1996 offers well-considered reforms of defamation law.
Nonetheless, those reforms fall far short of resolving the most compelling problems in English defamation law. For
middle- and lower-income individuals harmed by irresponsible conduct by the press, the libel laws will continue to
seem to be a privilege reserved for the rich. Legal aid remains unavailable to potential plaintiffs (and defendants) in
libel actions, and the procedural reforms conceived by the Act do not go far enough in providing less expensive
alternatives to litigation for potential complainants. The offer of amends procedure established by sections 2-4 of the
Act comes into play only if the defendant decides to make an offer, something a party contemplating legal action
cannot depend upon in weighing the costs and benefits of bringing suit. Similarly, the summary disposal of claim

procedure established by sections 8-11 affords few guarantees for a potential claimant concerned about the costs of
litigation, since a demonstration that there are genuine defenses will defeat an application seeking summary relief. In
short, the Act does not remedy the fundamental problem of access to justice for all but the wealthiest members of
society.
Moreover, the Act does not address the deleterious effect England's defamation laws have on the exercise of the
freedoms of speech and press in the context where those freedoms matter most: when the conduct or character of
public figures is at issue. Those individuals and organizations that have the resources and the inclination to pursue
defamation claims with vigor are often those whose activities should be subject to the greatest public scrutiny. The
defamation laws can deter the press from publishing truthful stories concerning such individuals and organizations,
even when the stories concern "matters which it is very desirable to make public." 136 This is primarily the consequence
of three characteristics of English law: the practical effects of the allocation of evidential burdens in defamation cases;
the related problem that English law does not recognize a public figure defense; and the decisive role given to juries in
defamation cases, which is the primary reason that exorbitant damage awards have become a commonplace feature of
English libel litigation.
The allocation of burdens in defamation cases favors the plaintiff on virtually every issue of importance. This is an
accident of history. Unlike most claims for civil wrongs, libel developed not as an action on the case (which required
proof of damage) but instead was derived from the criminal law. 137 The purpose of criminal libel laws was the
deterrence of speech that threatened to cause a breach of the peace; whether the content of the speech was true or of
vital importance to the citizenry was irrelevant to the law's central concern for maintaining order. The elements of
English defamation law that accommodate society's interest in preserving free speech-the rules protecting truthful
reports, the expression of critical opinion, and fair and accurate reporting of official statements, for example-were an
historical afterthought, annexed to existing legal principles as defenses to liability.
Though the structure of a defamation trial may be the result of historical fortune, it has profound effects on the
outcome of contemporary defamation actions. To benefit from the justification and fair comment defenses, for
example, a media defendant cannot simply rely on the knowledge that what was said was true, but rather must prove
the truth of its statements with evidence that will satisfy a court of law. Thus, in any story involving someone with the
means to sue, the media cannot rely on hearsay information, no matter how reliable, unless they are certain that the
evidence would be admissible at trial. The press must give pause before publishing any story based on the statements
of witnesses who may be unwilling to repeat those statements in court, or based on information gleaned from
confidential sources who may be unwilling to come forward and testify in the event the story becomes the subject of a
lawsuit. 138 And the more politically sensitive a story, the more unlikely it will be that sources will be amenable to
testifying on a media defendant's behalf. Moreover, by placing all important evidential burdens on the defendant,
English law gives the media little breathing room for error, even error made in good faith and after reasonable
investigation.139 English law "assumes that there is congruence between the legal rule and its practical effect,"140
ignoring the imprecision of the legal process in making determinations of "truth," and the behavioral repercussions of
that imprecision, namely that the press will refrain from reporting much of what it knows is true because of the
vagaries of the legal process.141
Other jurisdictions have recognized the chilling effect the burden of proving truth can have on the sort of legitimate
investigative journalism upon which a democracy depends. In the United States, for instance, a plaintiff who sues a
media defendant in libel bears the burden of proving the falsity of a statement concerning a matter of public
interest. 142 In Germany, the Constitutional Court has held that the Basic Law (the German Constitution)
precludes the imposition of liability on the press for the non-negligent publication of erroneous factual allegations, at
least where the allegations concern an issue of great societal importance.143 In the Netherlands, the fact that an
allegation is untrue, or cannot be proven in a court of law, will not render the defendant criminally or civilly
responsible unless the investigatory efforts undertaken by the defendant were not commensurate with the gravity of the
allegation. 144 The European Court of Human Rights has indicated that in cases involving public figures, legal rules
requiring the defendant to prove truth in defamation cases violate the freedom of expression guaranteed by Article 10
of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 145

The British Parliament, however, has determinedly resisted proposals to shift the burden of proof on the issue of truth
in defamation cases. When the Defamation Bill was in Committee in the House of Lords, Lord Lester proposed an
amendment that would have reversed the burden of proof in defamation actions. Finding no support, the amendment
was withdrawn. 146 Even with respect to the relatively minor defense of innocent dissemination, the government
rejected the suggestion that the plaintiff should have the burden of proving that the defendant acted unreasonably in
distributing a defamatory publication, on the ground that only the defendant would possess the detailed knowledge of
the practices and procedures relevant to the issue.147 Yet the same can be said of any personal injury case in which the
plaintiff must prove that the defendant was negligent. It is not clear why a libel plaintiff deserves special dispensation
on this score.
A related shortcoming of English libel law is the absence of some form of public figure defense. Other legal systems,
recognizing that democratic self-government depends on the unfettered flow of information and ideas concerning
issues of public concern, provide heightened protection for political speech, including speech relating to a public
official's conduct, policies, or fitness for office. In New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, for example, the United States
Supreme Court held that a public figure could not prevail in a defamation action unless he or she could establish by
clear and convincing evidence that the defendant published a defamatory statement knowing that the statement was
false, or with a reckless disregard as to whether the statement was true.148 In part, the United States courts reason that
public figures assume the risk of more intense criticism by voluntarily entering the public sphere, and have adequate
access to the media so that they can effectively rebut attacks on their character.149 Suggestions that a similar rule
should be adopted in England have not been well received in Parliament. The Neill Committee doubted that the press
would treat such a defense "responsibly."150 During Parliamentary debates over the Defamation Bill, Lord Lester was
the only peer who spoke in favour of a public figure defense.151 Indeed, in adopting section 13 of the 1996 Act,
Parliament betrayed a bias toward expanding, not contracting, the right of the powerful to sue over allegations made in
the press, turning New York Times Co. v. Sullivan on its head.
Opposition to the public figure defense may be influenced by fears that the British press, already seen as irresponsible
by most Members of Parliament, would move further toward the perceived excesses of American journalists. But other
jurisdictions, including some that share England's common law tradition, have adopted an intermediate course. In
Australia, for example, the courts have recognized a qualified privilege for defendants who defame public figures in
the course of "political discussion" if they show that they were unaware that their defamatory statements were false,
they did not publish with reckless disregard for the truth, and they acted reasonably in the circumstances.152 In India, a
public official can obtain an injunction against the circulation of a defamatory publication unless the defendant can
prove the truth of the statement, but the official cannot obtain damages for a defamatory statement regarding acts and
conduct associated with the official's public duties unless the official proves that the statement was false and that the
defendant acted with reckless disregard for the truth. 153 In Germany, courts give greater latitude to "sharp and
exaggerated expressions" concerning "an important issue for society,"154 and expect participants in political debate to
relinquish some of the protections they would otherwise be entitled to under the defamation laws. 155 Similarly, public
figures in the Netherlands are expected to tolerate greater criticism than ordinary citizens.156 Notwithstanding these
precedents, the Defamation Act 1996 does nothing to remedy the intimidating effect that English law can have on
political reporting.
The other characteristic of English law that over-deters free speech is the unconscionable level of damages awarded by
juries in defamation cases. In part, escalating damage awards are a consequence of popular animosity toward the press,
fuelled by the excesses of the British tabloid newspapers. But perhaps more problematical is the intangible nature of
reputational harm, "a concept that has no equivalent in money or money's worth."157 The pecuniary damages often
attributed to libels, such as a business's loss of customers or goodwill, can be calculated with a reasonable degree of
certainty using well-recognized criteria. But most plaintiffs in defamation
cases are seeking a damage award that not only compensates for non-pecuniary harms-the shame and mental suffering
experienced by the plaintiff-but also communicates a public vindication of the plaintiff's dignity. 158 Moreover, juries
are allowed to assess aggravated damages when they find the defendant's conduct particularly vexatious, 159 and

exemplary damages when they find the defendant has acted deliberately or recklessly with the object of profiting from
the defamatory statements.160 Here, too, juries are asked to equate a vague conception of the defendant's just desserts
with a concrete monetary figure. It is hardly surprising that verdicts have been inconsistent and often excessive.
Over the decades, numerous reforms have been proposed with the hope of bringing jury verdicts into line. For
instance, in 1975 the Faulks Committee recommended that juries should not assess damages directly, but rather only
determine what "category" of damages should be awarded (substantial, moderate, nominal, or contemptuous), with the
final determination of the actual amount to be awarded being left to judges.161 The Committee also proposed that
exemplary damages in defamation cases should be eliminated.162 A decade earlier, it had been suggested that the judge
should lay down minimum and maximum levels for an award, with the jury being free to assess damages within those
limits. 163 While the Defamation Bill was being debated in the House of Lords, Lords Lester and Hoffman spoke in
favour of the Faulks Committee's recommendations, and Lord Grantley suggested that jury trials in defamation cases
be abolished altogether, except in exceptional cases.164 But in the end, despite the introduction of the new offer of
amends and summary disposal of claim procedures for minor claims, the Defamation Act 1996 will do nothing to
dispel the threat of excessive damage awards that hangs over most English libel actions.
Conclusion
Certainly much that is disturbing about the British tabloid press is the consequence of the economic environment in
which modern media companies operate. Driven by the desire for greater circulation figures, the temptation to
sensationalize and trivialize can seem overwhelming. Nonetheless, we should not overlook the influence of legal
doctrine, and especially the law of defamation, on the editorial choices made by the English press. The media naturally
adapt their practices in order to minimize their liability exposure within the parameters defined by English libel law.
For example, the preoccupation of the tabloid press with the personal lives of the Royal Family cannot be entirely
separated from the knowledge that as a matter of policy the Royal Family never institutes defamation suits. 165
Coverage of stories involving the working class or the poor-for example, the vast majority of crime stories, or the lurid
coverage of the 1989 Hillsborough stadium disaster in which 95 soccer fans were crushed to death-is influenced
inevitably by the knowledge that defamation actions are rarely brought by those who cannot afford the high stakes
game of libel litigation. On the other hand, the stories that are of the greatest significance to a democratic society often
go unreported, or are disguised with euphemisms that mask their import.
The central political roles of the press are to provide the citizenry with the information and debate necessary to the
proper functioning of a democracy, and to act as a sentinel, warning the people of abuses of power by their governors.
The English libel laws erect substantial obstacles hindering the ability of the press to fulfil these responsibilities. When
Parliament gave its first serious consideration in nearly a half-century to reforming the law of defamation, it failed to
meaningfully address, much less remove, these obstacles. In this sense, the Defamation Act 1996 must be judged a
failure. In an age of global communication, the consequences of this failure will be felt far beyond the shores of the
United Kingdom.
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